THE GIBS TALKS:SEASON 2- “Post Pandemic Market Mandate’
“EPISODE 1: This Too Shall Pass: Embracing Change”
13TH SEPTEMBER, 2020

The Institute after successful organization of “The GIBS TALKS: SEASON-1”, has routed
towards “THE GIBS TALKS: SEASON 2.”Under main theme of the series “Post Pandemic
Market Mandate”, Episode 1 was organized on 13th September, 2020. The session was carried by
Mr. Chandrasekhar Cheniappan, Senior Director, HR, Virtusa.

Highlighting the present pandemic situation which caused major disruptions in the business
activities and changes in business environment, Mr.Cheniappan presented that uncertainty of the
situation is creating anxiety among the youth of India and youth is now facing turbulence in
future career prospects . He also agreed that corporate professionals are entangled in building new
muscles to deal with pandemic to future proof their businesses.

He very well retorted that both youth and corporates should embrace change and happily
commented that “this too shall pass”. He further wreathed that choice has to be made between
“React and Respond” as when we react we give away our power and when we respond we are
staying in control of ourselves. Corporates and youth both have to prioritise to be productive. He
said that in this situation responsibility and accountability has to be clearly understood.

Further answering to the questions of participants he returned that time management, effective
planning, and controlling actions can be beneficial for all who want to handle this disruption
smartly. At the end of session, he commented that lessons can be learnt from Mahabharata that
whenever we achieve great heights there is “Divine Power” behind the same.

The episode 1 was well received by participants as there were approximately 1200 registrations.
GIBS earnestly thank Mr. Chandrasekhar Cheniappan for accepting out the invitation and taking
out precious time to address the Participants.
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